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Quit your job and start to live!With less than a thousand dollars in startup costs, we built a small,

home-based business that started paying all of our bills in just six months. In fact, using all of the

tips in this book, I'll bet we could have reached our current work-at-home income level in half the

time.Unlike many get-rich-quick books, Microbusiness Independence provides tried-and-true,

up-to-date information on how to make a comfortable living in just a few hours per week by

marketing your invention. (Don't worry, we'll help you figure out what your invention is too.)We start

with basics and walk you through developing your product, selling it to the world, and living the

dream with a modern perspective. Don't fall for the many work from home scams out there --- create

your own business and attain true independence!
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Great book. Straight to the point with no hype. I appreciate that she acknowledges that group of

people that do not have an entrepreneurial spirit (yet). My hope for her book is that some people will



read it and be willing to step out in faith and do it.I had my own business that I had to close down

due to trying to wear too many hats. I was taking the role of about 7 different employees on myself

and after 3 years was so burned out I went into a completely different line of work. I still kept my

license current and now (without knowing what I was doing until I read Anna's book) I am starting a

"micro-business" with my wife and parents involved.Thank you Anna so much for this gift.

This is an amazing book, chock-full of insights, wisdom and inspiration for the micro-entrepreneur.

Most importantly, it's highly relevant to a wide spectrum of readers.Want to be a micro-entrepreneur,

with your own microbusiness? This book is for you.Want to run away from an urban lifestyle? This

book is for you.Want to homestead? This book is for you.Want to escape from corporate cubicles?

This book is for you.Want to rediscover yourself and your career? This book is for you.Want to work,

live and succeed on your own terms? This book is *definitely* for you.I don't homestead. Nor do I

live on a farm. I am not a chicken farmer either. But the ideas presented in this book are still very

relevant to me - in the heart of metropolitan, corporate America. And they will be to you too.Anna

and Mark are bang on target - they really show you how to invent your way out of the rat race.I love

this book, keep coming back to it every couple of months. Can't keep it down, and every pass

unfolds new/different perspectives.At $0.99, this book is a steal. Go get it!Kapil ApshankarAuthor of

Done! The Art of Managing Priorities, a #1 Life, Time and Priority Management Bestseller

This is trully one of the great bargains on the internet. It is a fact filled guide on how to develop a

microbusiness. It describes how the author and her husband actually started their microbusiness (a

successful one at that), including mistakes, and lessons learned. It goes into detail on their goals,

their strategies for attaining the goals, and how they adjusted their process to better achieve the

goals. The price is almost free, and the amount of information is incredible. If you have any

aspirations to start a small business that employs the use of the internet, you can not go wrong with

this ebook. I highly recommend it.

Our economy is increasingly shifting toward entrepreneurship. Every business owner (and future

business owner) needs to incorporate some element of online sales. This book shows how using

easy-to-understand illustrations and particularly suited to the beginner.

Anna & Mark! Thanks so much for all you have poured into this remarkable resource to help those

of us who want to have a more rewarding and simple way of life! By no means is this way EASY and



without work; don't be misled! But think of the joy of LIVING LIFE to its fullest doing what you LOVE

to do! Anna and Mark give us step by step how to' s on getting back to the basics! I highly

recommend this wonderful resource to all who are even slightly interested!

I liked Anna Hess' Watermelon Summer work of fiction but I enjoyed this book even more. If you are

interested in learning how to establish a successful microbusiness this guide is valuable. Anna

takes you through the process, including a lot of information on fully using the internet to make your

business a success.

Anna Hess's e-book was such an inspiration to me that we took our idea and launched our own

product!!Of course, we were lucky in that our paths run parallel to Anna's. We were able to follow

her trail literally (such as submitting an article to Backyard Poultry Magazine).Anna has lots of good

advice with an easy writing style. The e-book is a great deal for just $0.99!

I got this book after hearing about it on a podcast. I will give it the highest praise I can. Its the only

business book that ever inspired me to get off my ass and do something. I read this book, and I

gave it a review as the second posting on my blog. The goal of any writing is to achieve an action in

your reader, and this one made me act.
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